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Lincor Solutions Launches World’s First Mobile
Solution for Patient Engagement and Clinical
Services
The Associated Press
DUBLIN--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 13, 2013--Lincor announces the latest addition to
the MEDIVista product suite – MEDIVista MOBILE, during eHealth Week in Dublin.
MEDIVista MOBILE delivers patient services to iPads and Android wireless tablets
and is a modular extension to the proven MEDIVista service delivery platform
already deployed in over 20 countries and 125 hospitals. MEDIVista provides patient
centric content and applications to fixed bedside terminals, improving patient
outcomes and workflow for both nurses and physicians.
“Many hospitals are facing demands to develop a BYOD (Bring your own Device)
strategy so patients can use their own mobile devices, ” explains Lincor Solutions cofounder and CTO Enda Murphy.“Without proper management and control, this can
lead to strain on the hospital wireless infrastructure. The proven MEDIVista server
technology gives hospitals this control plus the ability to fully manage a potentially
lucrative revenue stream.” Richard Cooke, Lincor Solutions CEO, continues ,“The
rise of tablet devices has led to an increased expectation from patients and their
visitors that they can use their own devices while in hospital. MEDIVista MOBILE
enables just that and is a world first solution for hospitals to deliver live TV, Movies
on Demand, internet access and Skype to both fixed bedside terminals and mobile
tablet devices through a centrally managed service. Customers new to MEDIVista
also get the peace of mind that comes from having the solution underpinned by
tried and tested technology designed for the hospital environment.” About Lincor
Solutions Lincor Solutions, founded in 2003, operates internationally from corporate
offices in Nashville, Tennessee, as well as Dublin and Cork, Ireland. With sales
offices in Toronto, Canada, Bordeaux, France, and Vienna, Austria, the company
supports the largest installed base of its type worldwide. Lincor’s MEDIVista product
set is delivered through a network of channel and technology partners in Europe,
Middle East, Asia and the Americas.
Lincor will be showcasing MEDIVista MOBILE at eHealth Week Booth #617 For more
information, visit www.lincor.com Follow us: twitter.com/Lincor,
Facebook.com/lincorSolutions, YouTube.com/LincorSolutionsTV
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